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Midwest Generation, LLC and Edison Mission Marketing & Trading, Inc.

(collectively here, "Midwest Gen") have reviewed the updated Draft Initial Power

Procurement Plan, dated September 3,2008 (as updated, the "Plan") submitted by the

Illinois Power Agency ("lPA") to the Illinois Commerce Commission ("ICC"). Midwest

Gen provides these comments in the interests of providing constructive feedback to the

IPA as it moves forward with the design and implementation of powerprocurement for

eligible retail customers of the lllinois utilities. Midwest Gen appreciates the efforts of

the IPA in setting forth a reasoned discussion of the considerations taken into account in

the formulation of the Plan and believes that the Plan generally comports with principles

of fair competition and transparency.

Midwest Gen agrees with the IPA that greater consideration needs to be given to

"long-term purchases of renewable energy, demand response programs, and long term

power purchase agreements that can help manage portfolio risk." (Plan at p. ii) A

stakeholder process to address these topics is welcomed and needs to occur soon so that



these complex issues can be incorporated more fully into the next IPA annual plan.

Given the statutory charge that the IPA is to take into account long term adequacy of

supply for customers, as well as environmental sustainability (see 220ILCS 5116-

I 1 1 .5(d)(4)), the IPA needs to consider what role the IPA procurement process should

play in encouraging new development and investment in these areas and the extent to

which IPA should engage in long term contracting as a hedge for consumers and as a

means of enabling financing of, and investment in, existing and new plant facilities.

The obligation of IPA to develop plans that "ensure adequate . . . and

environmentally sustainable electric service at the lowest total cost over time, taking into

account any benefits of price stability" (220ILCS 5116-1 11.5(d)(4)) can not be met

without a long term strategic supply plan which takes into account the realities of credit

and financing availability for electric generators and suppliers. The current turmoil in the

financial markets will make financing of new plant and environmental upgrades at

existing plants even more challenging than in the past. Short term contractual

commitments such as those proposed in the Plan do not provide sufficient certainty to

allow asset owners to access the capital markets: a necessary requirement to meet

environmental retrofit and new build challenqes that are aI hand here in Illinois.

However, long term contracts sufficient to support capital investment in plant have the

potential to help overcome these challenges while at the same time serving as a hedge tbr

retail consumers in the State. An examination of these issues fits squarely within the

statutory mandate given to the IPA.

The time to consider the practical and policy issues associated with long term

contracts as a hedge for consumers and as a means of making plant financing feasible is



past due, and Midwest Gen contends that this issue needs to be addressed

comprehensively and as soon as practical. Midwest Gen looks forward to the stakeholder

process that IPA proposes to address the issues of long term contracting, renewable

energy contracts, and demand response programs. That process needs to recognize the

considerable environmental challenges facing electric generators that require access to

increasingly tighter financial markets, and it needs to recognize that access to those

financial markets for needed credit may be enhanced--or limited--by the plan that is

adopted and implemented by IPA.

Midwest Gen specifically proposes that, in this Plan, the IPA should include

language stating as follows: "ln seeking input fiom market participants and other

interested parties during the coming months, IPA will include a comprehensive

examination of the use of long term contracts of durations sufficient to support the

financing of capital investments in environmental retrofit and new plant build as a means

to 'ensure adequate . . . and environmentally sustainable electric service at the lowest

total cost over time, taking into account any benefits of price stability.' IPA will

incorporate the lessons taken fiom this public input into its next annual plan and will

propose at that time a portfolio design and procurement process that includes a

comprehensive and thorough analysis of long term contracting."

Midwest Gen also believes that certain of the data presented in tables and graphs

in the Plan need to be corrected. There appear to be omissions, effors and inconsistencies

in certain of the volume information. While Midwest Gen has not undertaken to verify



all data presented in the report, the following specific problems with data presented were

noted:

Total Load numbers for Peak and Off-peak appear to be inconsistent with

Average Peak and Off-peak load provided in the proposal. See Tables G,,

O, and P and Attachments B, E, D, H, and I.

Columns for Peak Auction Volumes, Swap Volumes, and Residual

Volumes appear to be interchanged in Table H, Table I-a, and Attachment

F.

Column 3 in Attachment F appears to be incorrectly listing Peak Adjusted

Projected Volumes.

4) Peak Load Volumes in Table H, Attachment F. and Table I-a are

inconsistent.

5) Peak Load Volumes in Table Q-a, Table O, and Attachment J are

inconsistent.

Table I-a is missing the date column for Off-peak volumes.

In Tables I-a, I-b, Q-a, and Q-b and in Attachments F and J, the peak

procurement volumes for July and August for 2009 through 2011 do not

appear to be 110% of the Residual volume. For these same tables and

attachments, the procurement volumes for the other months do not appear

to be 100% of the Residual volume. Procurement volumes listed also do

not appear to follow the laddering approach described in the body of the

Plan. These errors appear to carry over to the data underlying Graphs 7,

8 ,  and I  1 .
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Finally, Midwest Gen takes note of the proposal of IPA to hedge at 110o/o of

expected peak requirements in July and August. While Midwest Gen recognizes that this

aspect of the Plan is consistent with the orders in ICC Dockets 07-0527 and07-0528,

Midwest Gen believes that consumers would be better served by procuring a 100% hedge

rather than by oversubscribing for those periods. The discussion of this issue set out in

the testimony and briefi of the utilities in those cases is thorough and sound, and Midwest

Gen finds no benefit to consumers in the proposed oversubscription. Midwest Gen

recommends changing the hedge from 110%to 100oh of expected peak requirements for

July and August.

Respectfully submitted.
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Rebecca Lauer
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I, Rebecca Lauer, an attorney admitted to practice in the State of lllinois, f-rled

electronically with the Illinois Commerce Commission on October 6,2008, Comments of

Midwest Generation, LLC and Edison Mission Marketing & Trading, Inc. to the Updated

Draft Initial Power Procurement Plan of the Illinois Power Agency. I f-urther certify that

copies of these Comments were served electronically via email on October 6,2008 upon
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